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Encoding of Unifilar Renewal Sources* 
PETER S. BUDIHARDJO AND JON W. MARK* 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1 
The structural properties of unifilar enewal sources are described and coding 
theorems for the unifilar enewal source are derived. In general the upper bound 
on code rate for the encoding of unifilar enewal sources is tighter than that for 
memoryless sources. It is suggested that encoding schemes for renewal sources 
may be constructed using methods imilar to the encoding of memoryless 
sources. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Distortionless ource coding is concerned with the entropy preserving 
representation f an information source with a fewest number of symbols. 
A fundamental spect in source coding is the following: Given a statistical model 
of a source, apply information theory to find a bound on the code rate (or 
compaction gain). In this paper we prove the following coding bound for unifilar 
renewal sources 
H(X)/log J ~ r < (H(X)/log J) + p(F) (1) 
where H(X) is the one-step source entropy, r is the code rate, J is the code 
alphabet size, p(F) is defined by 
p(F) = ~, p(s), (2) 
8~F 
F is an exterior state set, and p(s) is the state probability. 
Section 2 describes the modeling of a unifilar enewal source using a finite-state 
Moore machine approach. The finite-state Moore machine has a canonic tree 
representation, which we shall denote by T R , and a corresponding basic word 
set. The identification of the intrinsic properties of the unifilar renewal source 
sets the stage for the corresponding source coding bound which we prove in 
Section 3. 
* This work was supported by the National Research Council of Canada under Grant 
No. A7779 and a postgraduate scholarship. 
t j. W. Mark is currently on leave at IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, 
Yorktown Heights, N.Y. 10598. 
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2. SOURCE MODEL 
The term "unifilar" for describing a certain subclass of finite-state sources 
was first introduced by (McMillan, 1953). The basic concepts of the unifilar 
renewal source treated in this section are those developed in (Ericson, 1972). 
DEFINITION 1. A unifilar source is defined as one having the property that 
the present state s(n) is computable from knowledge of the previous state 
s(n - -  1) and the present output y(n) ,  i.e., s(n) = g[y (n) ,  s(n - -  1)]. 
Simply stated, a unifilar model is state-calculable. A unifilar renewal source 
can be modeled as a finite-state Moore machine (see Ericson, 1972) with the 
quadruple [~9 a, d,  {p(s ' /s )} , f ] ,  where -9 ° = {sl, s 2 ..... sK} and d = {al ,  a2 ..... aM} 
are the sets of states and output symbols, respectively, { p(s'/s)} is a set of random 
transition functions, and f :  ~ --> d is the output function. Since the source is 
unifilar each state that is reachable from any other state s e ~9 ° is associated 
with a distinct source alphabet. A renewal source is characterized by a set of 
states F C ~9 °1 such that 
s', s" c F - ,  p(s/s') = p(s/s"), Vs e .y .  (3) 
An example of a three-state binary unifilar Moore machine renewal source is 
shown in Fig. la, in which the state set is ~9 ° = {sl, s2, s3}. From the state 
diagram of Fig. la we have 
p(Sg/Sl) ~- p(sa/sl) ~- O. 1. 
0.9 
a~.  o, s, s*d ",,s~ 
(o) (b) (c) 
FIG. 1. A binary unifilar Moore machine renewal source. (a) Basic renewal source 
state diagram. (b) Modified state diagram (canonic form). (c) Canonic tree representation. 
Thus, condition (3) is satisfied and the set of regeneration states is 
F = {s~, sa}. 
DEFINITION 2. Define ~ to be the set of predecessor states to s, i.e., 
• 9°~ -~-{s': p(s/s') > 0}. A renewal source has a canonic tree representation if,
for every s c ~9 °, the set of predecessor states ~SP~ to s is either the set of exterior 
states F or .Y,~ contains only a single interior state. 
1 s aF  is sometimes called a regeneration state or Markov state (see Feller, 1966). 
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In the renewal source shown in Fig. la, s 1 has predecessor states ~9°~ 
{s 1 , s 2 , ss}, which is neither the set F nor a single state. That  is, Fig. 1 a is not 
in the canonic form. However,  the modif ied form shown in Fig. lb ,  which is 
obtained by adding an augmented state sl* that corresponds to state sl's role in 
receiving transition from state s 2 is a canonic representation. The  state set is 
now S~ ~-{Sl, $1", s2, s3} and the set of regeneration states is now F = 
{sl, sl* , s~}. We observe that 
p($/Sl) = p(S/Sl* ) = p(S/S3) VS E 
which satisfies condit ion (3). Moreover,  the modif ied state diagram of Fig. lb  
also satisfies Definit ion 2, i.e., 5~,, the set of predecessor states to s z and s 2 , 
is {sz, sz* , sa} and that to sz* and s~ is the single state s 2 . The  canonic tree 
representation is shown in Fig. lc. 
PROPOSITION 1. Every unifilar renewal source has a canonic tree representation 
which we will denote as TR with the following properties ~(see Ericson, 1972): 
Property 1. In a K node tree TR 3, there are N = [] F [] exterior nodes, or 
leaves, and (K  -- N)  interior nodes as depicted in Fig. 2. From the characteristics 
(~) ROOT NODE 
(D INTERIOR NODES 
• EXTERIOR NODES 
FIG. 2. 
//• 
LEVEL  I 
--....~ _..... ~/"__ __ "x~5 ..-- - t  "~" 
s, / \ LEJL 2 
/ . J  
~ ~ # ~ - " ' - "  ~S  4 
Canonic tree representation f a unifilar renewal source, N = 3 levels. 
of renewal sources, it is evident hat the exterior nodes are the regeneration states 
of the renewal source. 
Property 2. The root node and each of the interior nodes of T R is of degree M, 
where M is the size of the source alphabet. 
The terms "node" and "state" will be used synonymously. 
a The set K excludes the root node, since the root node of one basic tree is also an 
exterior node of another basic tree. Althoughwe focus our interest on finite-state machines, 
it is to be noted that the tree under consideration is not always finite. 
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DEFINITION 3. The vector x (s) = x 1 ,..., x,,,, x k e d ,  is defined as a basic 
word of the unifi lar renewal source, if x (8) is the (unique) source sequence 
associated with the path from the root of T R to the exterior node s. 
A unifilar renewal source may be modeled as the mapping of a memoryless 
source with a finite-state machine, as depicted in Fig. 3. Let 
p(s) s ~ F (4) 
q(x(S)) - -  p(F)  ' 
MEMORYLESS I [ BLOCK -TO- 1 
~VARIABLE  - LENGTH ~--~m"~ 
SOURCE I [ ENCODER J 
FIC. 3. A model for the unifilar renewal source. 
be the weight associated with a node s of T R . Since 
~, q(x (~,) = 1 
sGF 
(5) 
the set {q(x(S)), s ~F} can be viewed as a set of sequence probabilities of the 
basic words of the renewal source, with product distribution 
~3[ ~(x(S)/x(S) ,, q(x(8)) = l l r  ~ J ,-ly, s~F (6) 
v=l 
where X(o 8) is an arbitrary state in F and ns is the number  of transitions from the 
root node to s ~F.  Let w 0 and ws be the weights of the root node and an interior 
node s of T R , respectively. Let D~ be the set of leaves that are the descendants 
of the interior nodes s. Then,  s is of weight 
w~ = Z q(x(~')) (7) 
8"eO s 
and 
W0 ~ 1. 
The weight of the tree TR is 
W(T.) = + 
s~F 
= wo + X E q(x.',) 
s~F s '~D s
= 1 + ~ (n s -  1)q(x (s)) 
s~F 
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or 
W(TR) = ~ n~q(x(~)). (8) 
s~F 
The right-hand side of (8) is just the average basic word length L(TR) of the 
tree Tn, i.e., 
L(TR) = ~ n~q(x(')). (9) 
s6F  
To set the stage for proving the coding bound (1), we first prove the following 
two lemmas, which contain the intrinsic probabilistic properties of the unifilar 
renewal source. 
LEMMA I. The average word length of the canonic tree representation Ta of 
a unifilar renewal source is 
L(TR) = liP(F). (10) 
Remark 1. L(TR) = 1/p(F) is the expected number of transitions between 
two consecutive occurrences of states in F. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is available in (Ericson, 1972, Chap. 4). 
LEMMA 2. 
set ~ = {x c~), s ~P} of Ta , i.e., 
H(TR) = - -~ q(x {")) log q(x I~)) 
8~F 
and H(X) be the one-step ntropy of the unifilar renewal source, i.e., 
H(X) = - -~ Z p(s) p(s'/s) log p(s'/s) 
se,9 o s ,ES~ 
Then 
Let H(TR) be the entropy of TR , or the ntropy of the basic word 
(11) 
(12) 
H(X) = (1/L(TR)) H(TR). (13) 
A proof of Lemma 2 can be found in (Ericson, 1972). A more systematic 
and natural proof, which explicitly pertains to the tree coding problem under 
consideration, is given in the Appendix. 
3. CODING THEOREMS FOR RENEWAL SOURCES 
Source coding is a mapping between two word sets, namely, an input word set 
and an output word set. Let L i and L o be the average word length of the input 
and output word sets, respectively. Then the code rate is defined as 
r ~ Lo/L i . (14) 
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Based on the properties tated in Section 2, a unifilar renewal source can be 
viewed as the output of a prefix block-to-variable-length encoder excited by a 
memoryless source, as depicted in Fig. 2. For ease of representation we let 
BV denote the block-to-variable-length encoder. The memoryless source is of 
alphabet size M, symbol probabilities q(x(~)), s ~F, and entropy H(TR). The 
entropy of the output of BV is H(X).  Depending on BV, two models prevail. 
Model 1. B V is a Suboptimum Encoder. By a suboptimum encoder we mean 
that BV assigns a codeword to each symbol of the memoryless source such 
that the codeword length n~ is a nondecreasing function of the probability q(x(~)). 
The compaction performance can be improved upon by repeated application 
of the coding algorithm for BV. This method would be used when the actual 
source probabilities are unknown (see Blokh, 1960). 
Model 2. BV  is a "Bad" Encoder. By a "bad" encoder we mean that BV 
assigns codewords that are decreasing functions of the source probabilities. 
One way to improve the compaction performance is by first decoding the BV 
output and then applying an optimum block-to-variable-length encoding 
scheme as depicted in Fig. 4a. The variable-length-to-block decoder and the 
optimum block-to-variable-length encoder can be combined to yield one 
compact encoder which is a variable-length-to-variable-length coder (Fig. 4b). 
- - " - - '  [ a ) - -~"  
{b) 
FIG. 4. Encoding approach forrenewal source model f Fig. 3. 
Remark 2. There exists an optimum distortionless source coding scheme 
for a unifilar renewal source using its basic word set as the encoder input word 
set. 
THEOREM l (Source Coding Theorem). Given a unifilar renewal source with 
entropy H(X)  and a code alphabet of size J, there exists a prefix code using the basic 
word set of the source as the input word set, such that the code rate satisfies 
I4(x) H(X) 
log J ~ r < ~ ff-p(F). (1) 
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Proof. 
average output word length satisfies (see Ash, 1965) 
H(T•)/log J ~ L o < (H(TR)/log J) + 1. 
By Lemmas 1 and 2, the average input word length is 
L, ~-- H(TR)/H(X)  = lIP(F). 
The theorem follows from dividing (15)by (16). 
From Fig. 3, we can have an " improved" eneoder such that its 
(15) 
(16) 
Remark 3. (a) At any time instant n after the start of a renewal process, 
a renewal will occur with probability p(F). 
(b) I f  the source is i.i.d., thenp(F)  ---- 1 and (1) becomes the statement for 
a prefix-conditioned source coding theorem (see Gallager, 1969, Theorem 3.3.1). 
(c) For unifilar renewal sources, p(F) < 1 and (1) exhibits a tighter 
bound than for an i.i.d, source. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let N = ]]FH denote the size of the exterior nodes in a basic 
tree T R . Then, a j  level composite tree of block size n = ((NJ --  1)/(N --  1)), 
denoted by T~ ), can be constructed by attaching basic trees on all s ~F  at all levels 
as depicted in Fig. 5a. 
PROPOSITION 3. A tree structure ~p~m) can be constructed by growing basic trees 
on top of other basic trees as illustrated in Fig. 5b. 
Remark 4. ~)  is a cut of T~ ~). 
THEOREM 2. Given a unifilar renewal source with a basic tree structure TR , 
entropy H(X) ,  and a code alphabet of size J, there exists a prefix code using a tree 
structure of block size n, as described in Proposition 2, such that the average code 
rate satisfies 
H(X)/log J • r < (e(X) / log J) + n-lp(F). (17) 
Before proving Theorem 2, we first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let T~)  be a tree structure composed of m basic trees TR in accor- 
dance with Proposition 3. Then 
H(X)  : L-I(~/'~ )) H(T~) ,  m : 1, 2 ..... (18) 
Proof of Lemma 3. (By induction). By Lemma 2, (18) is true for m : 1. 
Assuming that (18) is true for ~p~1¢), it suffices to prove that it is also true for 
~(k+l). 
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. ,~"  "~. .  ' " "P~ - - '~  . LEVEL  2 
\ \ LEVEL 5 \ .  
" J -¢_ \  - -  - LEVEL 
' ~ ' ~ E  V E L l 
",~,,~.~." ~ ~x~- -  L E. V E L 2 
" - .~ .~:~ LEVEL 5 
.,...LEVEL 4 
m = 6 ~------. (b) 
Fro. 5. Composite tree structure for a unifilar renewal source. (a) Block tree structure 
(n) T n , n ~ ( (N  j -- 1)/(N -- 1)). (b) Composite tree structure 5~ ) C T R .~ 
Let (i) x (°) be the (unique) path and n o be its length from the root of the 
composite tree to the root of the (k 4- 1)st basic tree, (ii) x (~), s ~Fwith length ns ,  
be the new growth (word extension) by the (k 4- 1)st basic tree, and (iii) ~ 
be the set of all words of 5#~ ). Then 
5~k+ 1 ---- { (~ - -x  (°)) U x(°)x (~), s eF}, (19) 
where the concatenation x(°)x (8), s 6 F, is the word that extends 5#~ k) to 2#~ k+~). 
Since x (°) and x (~), s ~F, are statistically independent, then 
H(~/'(k+l)) = H(~/'(~)) + q(x (°)) log q(x (°)) -- ~ q(x (°)) q(x (~)) log q(x (°/) q(x(~)). 
~F (20) 
Equation (20) can be rearranged to yield 
H(T  (~+1)) = H(T  (k)) 4- q(X (°)) H(~i'R) 
^ (~) 
= [L (TR  ) + q(x (° ) )L (TR) ]  H(X) .  
(21) 
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But, 
L(T (~+1)) = L(~(R k)) -- q(x (°)) n o -- ~. q(x (°)) q(x(S))(no -- ns) 
s~F (22) 
= L(~(R ~)) + q(x (°)) L(~R). 
From (21) and (22), we have 
H(T (k+l)) = L(T (k+l)) H(X) 
and Lemma 3 follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can view the problem 
as 'a block-to-variable ngth encoding of memoryless sources. That is, there 
exists a prefix code such that the codeword length satisfies (see Ash, 1965) 
nH(TR)/log J <~ L o < (nH(TR)/log J) q- 1. (23) 
By Lemma 3 and the fact that the basic trees are independent with the same 
entropy, we have 
Li = nH(TR)/H(X). 
Thus 
H(X)/log J ~ r < (U(X)/log J) q- n-lp(F). Q.E.D. 
4. COMMENTS 
We have described the structural properties and derived coding theorems 
for the unifilar renewal source. From the models given in Section 3, a variable- 
length-to-variable-length encoder is suggested for the encoding of unifilar 
renewal sources. 
From (22) it is seen that the average word length for the composite tree, 
L(T~)), is a maximum if the composite sequence probability q(x (°)) is a maximum. 
That is, a maximum average input word length set can be constructed by planting 
basic trees Te of the renewal source on the most probable leaf of the basic tree 
in the next lower level. This construction would be similar to optimum variable- 
length-to-block encoding of memoryless ources (see Tunstall, 1968). 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
Combining (10) and (11) we have 
Lq(TR) H(TR) = --p(F) ~ q(x (*)) log q(x(*)). 
8~F 
(A.1) 
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Using (4) in (A. 1) we have 
L-a(TR) H(TR) ~- - -~  p(s) log q(xl'l). (A.2) 
86F 
Using the product distribution for the sequence probability "x (s)~ q( j, as given 
by (6), we have 
ns  
x(~) x(8) L--I(T~) H(TR) = - -Z  p(s) log l--[ P( ~ / ~-~) 
8~F v~l  
ns  
- -Z  p(s) Z log p(x~(8)/x~l). 
seF  v=l  
(A.3) 
Let B s , s o ~ B 8 , be the set of all states in the path from the root of the tree to 
s ~F, where s o is the root node. 
Then 
ns  
log-" (8), (8), p(x~ /x~_~) = Z l°gp(s'/SP~), s eF  (A.4) 
v=l  s'6Bs 
and 
p(s) log q(x '~)) = ~ p(s) ~ log p(s'/Sf~,) 
sEE 8~F 8"EB s 
(A.5) 
= Z Z p(s)logp(s'/~,) 
S'6~ BED s, 
where D 8, is the set of descendants from state s' e 5 ~. We note that if s' ~F, then 
D s, -= s' since s' is a regeneration state. To illustrate the second equality in (A.5) 
we consider the three-level tree shown in Fig. 2. We have 
p(sl) log q(x %)) = p(sl) log p(s~/So) , 
p(s2) log q(x (82)) = p(s~)[log p(s2/s~) + log p(ss/so)], 
p(@ log q(x %)) = p(s3)[log p(sa/s6) + log p(s6/ss) + log p(ssIso)], 
p(sa) log q(x %)) = p(s~)[log p(s4/s6) + log p(s6/ss) + log p(ss/so) ].
Summing the left- and right-hand sides we have 
2 P(') log q(x (8)) = Z P(') Z log p(s'/oCp). (A.6) 
8~F 8EF 8'6B s 
But, the right-hand side can be written as 
p(s) ~ log p(s'/.Y,p) ~ p(s~) log p(sa/so) + p(se) log p(s2/ss) 
8eF s '~B s 
%- P(sa) log P(s3/'6) + p(s4) log p(s4/,6) 
-~ [p(sz) -? p(@ + p(s4) ] log P(Ss/So) 
+ [P('3) + p(sa)] logp(s6/ss). (A.7) 
643/34/~-4 
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We observe that Dsl = s 1 , Ds~ == s 2 , Ds, = s3, Ds, = s4, Ds5 .~ {s2, s 8 , s4} ,
and D. .  = {s~, s4}. Thus,  summing the r ight-hand side of (A.7), we have 
p(s) ~ logp(s'/CJ~)= Z Z p(s)logp(s'/S¢~). (A.8) 
seF  S '~B s s '~S # 8ED s, 
I t  remains to show that 
Z P(s)l°gp(s'/SP~)= ~ Z p(s)p(s'/s)logp(s'/s). (A.9) 
S ' e ,9 a .s~ D s, s~ S, a s ' ~ ,5 a 
From (7) we have 
Thus,  
p(s') = Z p(s). 
8~D s, 
Z p(s) logp(s'/5#~) = Z p(s')logp(s'/SP~). 
s '~ ,~ s~D s, s '~.5 a
Let  us part it ion 5 ¢ into 5P~ and 5g 2 , where 5P~ is the set of all level one states and 
5~2 is the set of all other states in the canonic tree T R . 
Case 1. For  s' ~ -9°1, p(s'/SP~) = p(s'/F) and 
p(s,) = E p(s,/s) p(s) 
s~F 
= ~ p(s'/s) p(s), since p(s'/s) = 0 for s 6 F.  
sea  a 
Therefore 
Z Z p(s'/s)p(s)logp(s,/S¢~,) = Z Z p(s'/s)p(s)logp(s'/s). 
s'eSP 1 se~9' s'eS¢ 1 se$ °
Case 2. For  s' ~ 5P2, s' has only one predecessor state, say s". Then 
Then 
p(s') = p(s'/s") p(s") 
= p(s'/s)p(s) 
s~,5 t" 
since p(s'/s) = 0 for s =/= s". 
~ p(s'/s)p(s)logp(s'/5~9) = Z Z p(s'/s)p(s)logp(s'/s). 
s,~5o2 se5  o s '~Sa~ seS~ 
Combin ing Cases 1 and 2, we have (A.9) 
Z Z p(s) log p(s'/J~) = ~, Z p(s'/s) p(s) log p(s'/s) 
s ,e ,9  ° seO s, s 'e ,9  ~ seSP 
(A.9) 
and Lemma 2 follows. 
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